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1. The automorphism group of any group G we denote by Y(G).

We shall consider the following two types of subgroups of T(G) : if H

is a subgroup of G, Y(G: H) is the subgroup consisting of all auto-

morphisms which are the identity on H, and if H is a normal sub-

group, Y(G: G/H) is the subgroup consisting of all automorphisms

which leave H invariant and which induce the identity on G/H.

For the special case where G is finite Abelian, it is the connection

between these two types of groups which is to be studied in this paper.

Since any finite Abelian group is the direct sum of ¿»-groups, each of

which is a characteristic subgroup, it will then be sufficient to con-

sider only the case of a /»-group, for some fixed prime p. We will write

the group additively. The order of any element g of a finite group G

we denote by \g\. All operators are to be written on the right.

It may perhaps be mentioned here that these subgroups of auto-

morphisms of an Abelian group do arise in connection with the theory

of the structure of the automorphism group of any finite group G. In

fact, it has been shown by Green [3], that if G has centre Z and de-

rived group G' then, writing Tl = G/Z, there exists an Abelian group

Q containing an isomorphic copy of Z with Q/Z=A1/I1', such that

T(G: G/Z) S T(Q: Q/Z) Pi T(Q: G' C\ Z).

I am indebted to Dr. W. Ledermann for the many useful sugges-

tions he has made concerning this subject, during my period as a re-

search student at Manchester University.

2. Let an Abelian p-group A have basis elements ai, ■ ■ ■ , ar, with

orders pmW, • • • , pmM respectively.

Denote the character group of A by A*. It is shown in Fricke

[2, pp. 317-324] that a choice of dual bases in A and A* yields an

isomorphism of A with A*. That is, if we define

f  v / 1 Xj**,(«*)xy ~ \    , ,  .      ...
(exp 2inp-mW if j = k,

then the mapping a/u = ( J^^A')/1 = LTxy'i is an isomorphism. We

shall sometimes denote apt by Xa-
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If 6 is an automorphism of A then 6 induces an automorphism 6*

oí A* by the rule a(xS*) = (a6)x- In this case 6—>0* is an anti-isomor-

phism of Y(A) onto TL4*), for if 8it 62eY(A) and xG4* then

a(x6i*e2*) = (a62)(xe?) = a(6tfi)X = a(X(620i)*).

3. Assume now that B is a given subgroup of A. Important for our

present purposes is the following result, see Fricke [2, p. 322].

Lemma 3.1. The set of all characters X such that x(6) = 1 for all ele-

ments b of B, forms a subgroup B' of A* which is isomorphic to A/B.

We are now in a position to give our first result concerning the

groups Y(A : B) and Y(A : A/B).

Theorem 3.2. An automorphism y of A belongs to Y (A : B) if and

only ify* lies in Y(A*:A*/B').

Proof. Suppose first that y is an element of Y (A : B), then 67 = 6

for any element b of B. Thus, for any character x.

bixy*-^1) = Mxt*)-^-1 = (ôyk-ox-1 = *x-*x_1 = *

and therefore X7*"X_1 lies in B'. Hence X7* = X"X' for some element

X' of B', and so 7* belongs to Y(A*: A*/B').

If, on the other hand, y is an automorphism of A having 7* belong-

ing to Y (A*: A*/B'), then, for any element 0 of B and character x,

(by - b)x = (by)x-(-b)x = b(xy*)-bx~1 = b^y*-^1) = 1.

Thus, every character x maps each element by — b into unity and

therefore, by Lemma 3.1, 67 — 6 = 0 identically, and so each 7 lies in

T(^4 : B), which completes the proof of the theorem.

We now state a dual version of this result, for which a proof may

be constructed on similar lines.

Theorem 3.3. An automorphism y of A lies in Y(A : A/B) if and
only if 7* belongs to Y(A*: B').

4. The results of §3 may be presented in an alternative form, by

making use of the isomorphism p of §2.

If, for the subgroup B of A we write B° = B'p~1 then B° is a sub-

group of A which, by Lemma 3.1, is isomorphic to A/B. An element

6° = |Sjoi+ • • • +j8?or of A belongs to B" if and only if the character

X6° = 6V lies in B'. By definition, we have, for 7= 1, • • • , r,

ajX» = exp(2Tißjp       )
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and so xv> lies in B' if and only if, for each element 6=/3iai+ • • •

+ßrar of B,

h*-» = exp(2vtßißip       ) • ■ ■ e\p(2TißrßTp       ) = 1.

Thus if we say that two elements a=aiai+ • • • +arar and

a° = aîai+ • • • +o^ar are orthogonal when the condition

■A,      m(l)-m(>) 0 m(l)
¿_, P aiOLi m 0 (mod p     )
t-i

is satisfied, we have by Lemma 3.1, the following result (cf. Birkhoff

[1, p. 389]).

Lemma 4.1. 7/ B is a subgroup of A then the set of those elements of A

which are orthogonal to each element of B coincides with the subgroup B°

of A isomorphic to A/B.

Corollary 4.2. If B is a subgroup of A then B°°=B.

Proof. It is clear from the definition of orthogonality that BW~DB,

but since B00 is isomorphic to A/B", it follows that B°° has the same

order as B, which proves the result.

It was shown in §2 that if 0 is any automorphism of A then we may

define an automorphism 6* of A* by the rule

a(xd*) - (a8)x

and furthermore, the correspondence 6—*6* is an anti-isomorphism of

Y(A) onto T(A*). Hence, since ju is an isomorphism, the mapping

6—*6°, where 6°=pß*pr1, is an anti-automorphism of the group r(.<4).

We now establish a result analogous to Theorem 3.2.

Theorem 4.3. An automorphism y of A belongs to T(A : B) if and

only if y°=piy*pr1 lies in T(A : A/B").

Proof. Suppose first that y lies in T(A : B) then, by Theorem 3.2,

y* belongs to Y(A*: A*/B') that is, for any character Xo we have

Xa7* = Xa-x' where x' is an element of B'. Now 23'=23°/i, therefore

for some element 6° of B°, Xa7*=X«X&° — X<>+6«- Thus, for any element

a of A,

ay" = any*ix~l = Xo7*M-1 = Xo+¡>Vi-1 = a + 6°

and hence y° is an element of Y(A: A/B").

On the other hand, if y is an automorphism of A such that juyV-1

lies in T(^4 : A/B°) then, for any element a of A there exists an element

6° of 23° with auy*pt-1 = a+b°. Applying /i to each side, we have
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o/x7* = X«7* = (o+60)/i = XoXw = XooXa, and therefore Xa7*X«1 = X&« is

an element of B'. Thus 7* lies in Y(A*: A*/B') and hence, by Theo-

rem 3.2, 7 is an element of Y(A : B), which completes the proof.

Corollary 4.4. There is an automorphism of the group Y (A) which

maps Y(A : B) onto Y(A : A/B°).

Replacing B by B° in these results and using Corollary 4.2 would

yield dual versions. (Cf. Theorem 3.3.)

5. If we suppose that an automorphism 0 of A corresponds to a

matrix 5= (0„) so that, for i= 1, • • • , r,

T

aft = ¿_, Oiiaii
y-i

we now determine the matrix, say 5° = (flJ), of the coefficients of the

automorphism 0°. It is to be shown that S° is a form of transpose of

the matrix S, and that S00 = S, from which follows the identity 0OO=0.

We note first that since \a,d\ = |o<| then, for i>j, 0,/ is divisible by
pmU)— ">(»)_

As before, let xi. • • • . Xr be the basis of A * which is the image

of the basis Oi, • • • , or, of A under the isomorphism u, then for

integers 7 and k in the range 1 £j, k^r,

ak(Xft*) = (ake)Xi = ( ¿ötiOi^xy = É («O/)'" = {«yX,}'"'
\ ¡-1        / j-i

= exp(2TÍ0kJp-mí')).

Consider now the character, say x/ ■ defined by

'        TT      J>m<"-",W)iW

Xi = 11 x¡
1-1

We have, for each k,

fl*x/ = {exp(2Tt>-m(*>)}!,m(*)~m(,')'1' - txp(2wi0tip-mifí)

and thus it is seen that xfi* = x! ■ Hence it follows that, for i, j

= 1, • • • , r, 0°ij = pm<»-m<-i)8fi. That is, if

S =

oil 01! 01r

^»(l)-»(2)flî'1 02¡¡ 0Jr

then
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S° = pmil)-mm0u 022 B'r2

_pm(l)-n,Mßlr     pm(2)-mir)02r        ß^ _

This construction shows immediately that (5°)° = 5 and therefore,

for any automorphism 0, 600 = 0. If Y is any subgroup of r(^4), denote

by r° the set r°= {y°|7Gr} then the groups Y and r°can be mapped

onto one another by automorphisms of Y (A). Also, since 700 = y we

have roo = r. We now restate the result of Theorem 4.3.

Theorem 5.1. T(A : B) = Y°(A : A/B").

Three equivalent versions of this may be obtained by using the

identities B°° = B and roo = r.

6. If 23i and B2 are isomorphic subgroups of A, then the groups

T(.4: 2?i) and Y (A : B2) are not necessarily isomorphic. However, we

give a positive result in this connection.

Theorem 6.1. If B is a subgroup of A, then for any automorphism y

of A,Y(A:By)^Y(A:B).

Proof. Suppose that an automorphism 6 of A belongs to Y (A : B),

then for any element by of By we have

by-y~1dy = bdy = by.

Thus y~l6y lies in Y (A : By) and hence Y (A : By) contains a subgroup

isomorphic to Y(A: B). The result now follows by symmetry.

For the corresponding result with groups of the type Y(A : A/B) we

use the following lemma.

Lemma 6.2.

(By)" = B°(y°)-K

Proof. It is worthwhile mentioning, first of all, that for any auto-

morphism y, (7°)_1 = (y_1)°- This follows from the fact that the cor-

respondence y—>y° is an anti-automorphism of the group r(yl), for

we then have (7_1)0-70==(7-7_1)0= t<) = l> where t denotes the identity

automorphism. It may be shown, in a similar way, that (7*)-1
= (7"1)*.

By definition, we have (237)°=(237)V_1 and we first of all show

that (2J7)' = 23'7*-1. Suppose that a character x is a member of the

subgroup 23'7*-1 then for some character x' belonging to B', x = x'7-1*

and therefore, for any element a of A, ax=(ay~1)x'- In particular,
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for any element 6 of B we have, since x' belongs to B',

(by)x = Ory-'k' = 6x' = 1

and therefore x lies in (By)'. Thus we have shown that (By)'^B'y~1*,

but the two groups have the same order and therefore they coincide.

Consequently, (By)°=(By)'p-1 = B'y-l*p-1 = B'p-1-p.y-1*p-1, but by

definition, B° = B'p~1 and (7-1)° = M7_1*M~1 and hence (By)0 = B°yrl

= P°(7_1)°, which completes the proof.

Theorem 6.3. If B is a subgroup and 7 ora automorphism of A, then

Y(A: A/By)^Y(A: A/B).

Proof. We have, using Theorem 6.1,

TU : A/By) ^ Y(A : (By)0) = T(A : PV"') = Y(A : B°) ̂  T(A : A/B).
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